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About This Game

Enter the vast lands of Communia, the magical planet that goes on forever. Or at least it looks that way. Several hundred
colonies later people still have reported absolutely no end in sight and no familiar sights whatsoever. Goes without saying that

it's an easy job to find an hitherto uninhabited place and claim it as your own. So take command of a pair of villagers, help them
build and grow and expand your village...until it turns into a town, a duchy, a kingdom. When that becomes unsatisfactory, turn
your kingdom into an empire, conquer your smaller neighbors, trade with your bigger neighbors, raid and explore, send heroes

on missions and grow, grow, grow!

So what is this?

Much like the title says, the game has its roots in the "idle" genre and indeed it was such when it first started out. But it has
evolved into so much more that, in the current incarnation, I can proudly say it's a full-fledged civilization builder.

Idle Civilization offers depth and complexity that most idle games do not. Yes, you will see big numbers, yes, you will only go
upwards and rarely downward, yes you will have a prestige system and other classic elements, but you will have so much more

to manage and entertain yourself with than in your average game in the genre.

Alright, so what should we look forward to?

- over 30 buildings
- over 60 researches

- 6 deities to worship with unique powers
- a randomized map full of towns and villages to conquer on each colony
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- ruins to explore in search of ancient magical fragments
- mighty heroes to send on epic adventures to gain loot and glory

- unique wonders of the world
- diplomacy and cultural events

- random events
- lots of achievements

- a compelling colony system
- offline progress

- and more... (there's always more and more)

So what this game isn't

This game isn't something like Sid Meier's Civilization. This is a management game where you oversee your civilization from
various panels and buttons and sliders and commands. Well I guess you can see that from the screenshots and videos but it

doesn't hurt to state it again.

And who are you?

I'm a fledgling developer from Romania, working on this project mostly alone (with help from a dear writer friend for the lore,
game newspaper and quest texts/direction) and hoping to bring you something that you will enjoy for hours upon hours. Others

have!

Wait, others have already enjoyed this?

Yes, I've been working on this game since early 2015 and the game started out as a browser game and it's currently enjoyed over
500,000 plays. You can still play it on Kongregate but the Steam version will have features, wonders, areas and generally content

that the web version will not have going forward. I feel the game has matured enough so that it can be considered a full (albeit
small) indie game that deserves a PC release. If you feel the same way, please vote for it. If you don't like it, please let me know

what exactly you would like to see or what bothers you.

I'm always available for inquiries through the discussion thread or through email at support@verysimpleideastudios.com
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This game is OK, but a bit frustrating. I'd describe this as a cute time waster that has a diminishing level of enjoyment as you
play.
Certain combinations are not available early in the game but open up later, so you do find you are repeating matches to see if
they form something later. There is not quite as much 'logic' in the matches that I would expect, so as you get into the game it
feels like it's just about making random combinations over and over again, rather than a puzzle of what goes with what. (The
game Alchemy does this much better.) What Doodle God offers includes better graphics, a sense of achievement as you
complete chapters, quests etc. The story driven challenges are a nice twist too.. character us floaty as ♥♥♥♥, you can ignore
most enemies and the perfomance is♥♥♥♥♥. Cocaine Simulator 2016. Rules and Guidelines.. I love this series. Please refund
the money because it doesnt have VR mode! I complaint you about not clearly to describle it. Please reply me if any result.. A
poorly written and developed RPG maker games numerous flaws and doesn't really do anything to stand out from other RPG
maker games.

Pros:
- Trading cards

Cons:
- Bad writting and poorly written characters
- A lot of RPG maker stock assets
- Story is not very engaging
- Gameplay is not interesting
- Puzzles are plain and can be seen in other games
- Bugs and glitches that prevent progress

Overall. I would reccomend to stay clear from this title.. What an excellent game!! Awesome sound design, it really helps you
get immersed. You HAVE to wear headphones to get the full experience.
The emptiness draws you in, it's very amospheric it that way. I love watching the sound waves bouncing around the different
rooms with hints of colour for key features.
Tension is added when you are greeted with things that go bump in the night, who hunt you down while you scramble through
the dark room looking for the door but trying not to make much noise.

Great concept, Awesome sound design, Great minimalistic visuals.

9/10 would highly recommend!
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Surprisingly better than what I would expected. Well balanced battles (kinda. once you get Helga and learn how to abuse her
dual wield, you're OP af), funny plot, ultimate bosses and weapons, and you can even be a detective at the end. The plot is the
strong point of the game. I'm not into romance story but the writters (mostly females, i think) merged it well into the adventure.

Now, cons: well. Not sure if I have any, a few minor bugs, and terrible cutscene arts. But that was expected considering the
budget of the game. Would be awesome if they could hire a small artist than trying to sketch it out themselves, though.

ps: No it's not a racist game despite the name. In fact, the plot have anti-racism value. You cant treat someone by their races.
Except rich white guys, especially ones that owns a hotel. Do you even see his face? Definitely evil.. A fairly fun
citybuilding\/space strategy game with a nifty plot.. \u597d\u6e38\u620f\u3002\u771f\u7684\u662f\u597d\u6e38\u620f\u3002.
It's like Mariokart except with cats that are tanks. What's not to love?. I enjoy this game quite a bit. I've always liked Breakout
style games for their gameplay, but have never been that crazy about them. This game, I really do enjoy though, and I think it
was the Castlevania-esque style that sold me over. The power ups are all really cool, and unique. The game has a lot of replay
value, I have over 7 hours, and I've yet to get all the endings and collectibles. The story and odd sense of humor are definitely hit
or miss, but I personally am a fan of it. It's very reminiscent of the early days of PC game writing, where you can tell the devs
didn't really care too much, and where just trying to have some fun with it. It's one of those things, where you can't take it too
seriously. Overall, I would most definitely recommend this game.. 9\/10 A MUST PLAY IF YOU LIKE A FANTASTIC
STORY...gameplay is pretty solid too
A solid and heartfelt story, reliable and solid third person action, a well realized open world filled with detail and interesting
locations, the city of new york serves only as a backdrop for the story seeing that there is almost no side content, but it is a h*ll
of a backdrop i assure you, and it is also a h*ll of a game.

This game is the type of story that you wish had a movie version so you could share this amazing journey with everybody you
know. Nothing in the game is pointless, everything exist because of the story... except for some pretty pervy mags (still dont get
why is that in the game).
. Fun for kids and the kid in you.. Brings back the days of when PopCap was not consumed by EA. I HAVE THIS DLC IS
COOOL
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